Homework Tasks Summer Term 1
You will need to complete ONE of the tasks below and complete it using as much French as possible. Choose carefully and
think about the piece of work that you could create most successfully.
TASK 1

WHAT DO I
HAVE TO DO?

Create a poster about classroom
instructions in French. You could take
photographs, use clipart or draw
pictures to illustrate your poster. Write
the different classroom instructions
clearly in French next to each picture.

TASK 2

TASK 3

Create a PowerPoint of 7 slides to
describe the weather on each day of
the week. You could use clipart or
downloaded pictures. Include speech
bubbles or a text below each picture to
show what activities you do on each
day. Extend your work by writing a
weather forecast in the near future
tense.

Create a wall display about a French
speaking country OR a French speaking
celebrity using pictures/photos and
writing in full sentences in French.

WHAT STEPS
SHOULD I
FOLLOW TO HELP
ME?

Make sure that the pictures/photos
you use are relevant, e.g. a chair to
represent ‘sit down’, eyes to represent
‘look’.
Label each picture/photo clearly with
an instruction in French.

Choose suitable pictures to represent
the weather and the different activities
you did.
Label each picture with French
sentences and check your spellings
carefully.

Choose a French speaking country or
a French speaking celebrity to research.
Collect facts and information – these
can be historical, geographical,
political, literary or cultural (including
dance, music and TV/film).
Use a French-English dictionary or a
translation website to find out the
correct target language for the key
words you need.
*!Do not use a translator for whole
sentences – it is not always accurate!*
To extend your work you should aim
to write at least 100 words, using a good
variety of adjectives, connectives,
opinions and tenses in French.

HOW DO I HAND
IN MY WORK?

Print it out/Draw it by hand and give it
to your teacher.

Draw it out as a storyboard on A3/A4
paper and hand it in to your teacher.

Hand in your work on A4/A3 paper.
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